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THE NORMAL CLOSURE OF A QUADRATIC EXTENSION 
OF A CYCLIC QUARTIC FIELD 

THERESA P. VAUGHAN 

Pierre Barrucand asks the following question (Unsolved Problems, # ASI 88:04, 
Banff, May 1988, Richard K. Guy, Ed.; also [2, p. 594]). Let K be a cyclic quartic field, 
and let £ be a non-square element of K. Let M be the Galois closure of K^y/Ç^j, and let 
G be the Galois group Gal(M/ Q). Find (1) all possible G, (2) conditions on £ to have 
such a G, and (3) a list of all possible subfields of M. 

It is clear that the possible degrees for M over Q are 8, 16, 32, and 64. We shall see 
that only one G is possible for each D > 8, but if D = 8, there are two possibilities for 
G (Zg and Z2 x Z4). For each group G of order D greater than 8, we give the following 
information: 

( 1 ) For D < 32, its type, according to the usage in the book Group Tables, by Thomas 
and Wood [4] (we call this the 7W-type.); 

(2) Its type according to the usage in the book Groups of Order 2n (n < 6) by Hall 
and Senior [1] (called the HS-type); 

(3) The fixed field FF(Q of the center C of G, and Gal(M/ FF(C)); 

(4) The fixed field FF{G') of the commutator subgroup G' of G, and Gal(Af / FF(Gf)). 
In addition, if | G\ = 6 4 , we also give a table of 

(5) The number of elements of each order 
(6) The number of subgroups of each order 
(7) The number of normal subgroups of each order. 
Finally, for D = 16, 32, we list all the subfields of M, and for D — 64, one representa

tive of each of the classes of conjugate subfields (over Q, of course); indicating how many 
fields are in each conjugate class. Section 1 consists of definitions, notation, and prelimi
nary results. Section 2 consists of tables summarizing the results about Gal(M/ Q), except 
for the actual listing of subfields, which is in Section 4. The statements of the theorems 
are also in Section 2. The proofs of the theorems are in Section 3. 

I would like to thank the referees for the references [1] and [2], and for their helpful 
suggestions. 
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THE NORMAL CLOSURE OF A QUADRATIC EXTENSION 1087 

1. In this paper, the degree of a field F means its degree over Q. If x G F, then N(x) 
denotes the absolute norm of x (the product of all the conjugates of x in F, over Q). If x 
is in a quadratic field, then its conjugate is denoted by x*. The cyclic quartic field K is 
given by Q(y/m, yfcc^) (the meaning of m, a is fixed throughout.) We begin with some 
very elementary lemmas. 

LEMMA 1.1. K — Q(y/m, y/cc\ where m is a squarefree positive rational integer, 
and a G Q(\fm) — Q satisfiesN{a) = ms2 where s G Q. m 

It is well-known that m must be a sum of two squares. 

LEMMA 1.2. Ifx, y, n, t are any quantities such thatx2 — ny1 = t2, then 

(IDl) 2(x ± t)(x + vV") = (x ± t + yyty2 

(ID2) (ïfx + yVn ± \]x - yy/n\ = 2(x ± t). m 

LEMMA 1.3. For any field F, and x, y G F, F(y/x) = F(yfy) if and only ifxy is a 
square in F. • 

The following notation will be used throughout. Let £ be a non-square element of K. 
Then £ has four conjugates in K (not necessarily distinct), which we write as £, (i = 
1,2,3,4) and we assume: 

£ = £i, andN(£) = nr2 (n £Z,r G Q,n squarefree) 

i\ii = xu £3£4 = x2 G ô(V"0 
04) 

£i£4 = zi, £2£3 = ̂ 2 

If £ G Q(y/m), then so are all these quantities, and y\ — zi, yi — Zi. Otherwise, yi, 
j2, zi, Z2 are not in Q(y/m) and they are distinct; they are conjugates in K. 

We also define the following fields: 

H = K{y/n\ 

F=H(y/xï), 

L = F{^[). 

LEMMA 1.4. If any ofy\, V2, Z\, Zi is square in K, then they are all square in K, and 
x\ and X2 are also square in K. 

PROOF. Since yi, y2, zu zi are conjugates in K, then if one is square they all are. 
From the definition of these quantities, we have the relations : 

x\y\ = £i2z2; yizi = £^2, xm = £i2y2 

and so on, and the result follows. • 
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THEOREM 1.5. H, F and L are normal fields (over Q), and M = L( y/£\). 

PROOF. Since K is normal, then H — K(yfn) is also. Since x\, x2 are conjugates in 
Q{yfm) C //, and x\x2 = nr2 is square in //, then F = H(y/x\) is normal. From the 
relations (A), since n and x\ are square in F, then all of the quantities y\y2, y\z2, y\Z\ are 
square in F, and so L = F(^fyî) contains all the conjugates of y/yî, and is a normal field. 
Again from (A), L(^/£\) contains all the conjugates of y/£\, and so it is normal, and must 
be M. • 

THEOREM 1.6. 

(a) IfK ^ H, then H^F 
(b) If H ^ F, then F^L 
(c) If F ï L, then L^M 

PROOF, (a). If K ^ //, then N(£ ) = nr2 is not square in AT, that is, n / 1, m. Then 
H = Q(y/m, y/cc, y/n) has degree 8 and Galois group Z2 x Z4. Since x\ G Q(yfm) and 
x\X2 = nr2, then Q(y/m, y/x~\, y/n) has degree 8 and Galois group D4. Then F is the 
composite of these fields, and has degree 16. 

(b) Suppose that H ^ F, but F = L, that is, H(y/x\) — H(y/x\, y/y\). Since x\ is not 
square in //, then none of the JC/, ;y,-, Z, are square in H (by Lemma 1.4 and the relations 
(A)), and so H(y/yî) ^ //. But then the hypothesis implies H(y/yî) and H{y/x~l) must be 
the same field, and by Lemma 1.3, x\y\ = ^2z2 must be square in H. This contradicts 
the fact that z2 is not square in H. 

(c) Suppose to the contrary that F ^ L, but L = M. Clearly y ^ is not in F, for / = 
1,2,3,4, since F is normal, and F ^ F(y/yï)- Then F(v

/£7) is not F, and we must have 
F(y/£~i) = F(y/yî) = L. But then £i>>i = £^£3 must be square in F, a contradiction. • 

COROLLARY 1.7. The degree D of M over Q is determined by the equalities holding 
among the fields K, H, F, and L, as follows : 

(a) D=S iffK = H= F= L 
(b) D= 16 iffK= H = F^L 
(c) D=32iffK=H^F^L 
(d) D = 64 iffK ï H ? F ? L 

From this Corollary, we can read off the necessary and sufficient conditions on £ for 
M to have given degree, since K = H if and only if n = 1 or m, H = F if and only if x\ 
is square in //, and F = L if and only if y\ is square in F 

2. In this section we summarize the results in tables (except for the actual listing 
of subfields of M, which is in Section 4). The necessary theorems are stated first, and 
their proofs are given in the next section. The last statement in each theorem gives the 
7W-type (or HS type) of G; the preceding statements provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this type. 

Let D be the degree of M over Q. We have D > 8 since £ is not square in K. We use 
the notation of Section 1. 
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THEOREM 2.1. IfD = 8, then n = lorm, andx\, X2, yi, yi, z\, Zi are all square in 
K. Ifx\ is square in Q(y/m), then G = Z2 x Z4, and otherwise G = Zg. 

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose thatD = 16. Then 

(i) n— lorm, and x\, X2 are square in K — H — F. 

(ii) The Galois group ofL over Q is Z2 x Z4, and the Galois group of M over Q(y/m) 

is also Z2 x Z4. 

(Hi) The TW-type is 16/ 11. 

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose D = 32. Then 

(i) n— 1 or m, K = H, and x\ and X2 are not square in H. 

(ii) Gal(F/ Q) = Z2 x Z4. 

(Hi) M has seven subfields of degree 4 containing ^/m, eleven subfields of degree 8 

containing y/m, and seven subfields of degree 16 containing y/m. 

(iv) Gal(Af/ Q(y/mj) = Z2 x Z2 x Z4. 

(v) Gal(L/ Q) has TW-type 16/ 9, and G has precisely six subfields not containing 

y/m. 

(vi) G has TW-type 32/'20. 

For D = 64, it turned out to be simplest to give an explicit description of G, and use 
it to find the subfields. 

If r G G, then r is determined by its action on { y/^i : i = 1,2,3,4}. Write 

r(y/tu = 6iy[fo) ( i = 1,2,3,4), 

where each Si = ± 1, and (y( 1 )j(2),y(3) J(4)) is a permutation of ( 1,2,3,4). (This should 
not be confused with cycle notation for a permutation.) Define S(r) = IK/, and let /(r ) = 
(y(l)j(2)j(3),7(4)), and D(r) = (51,62,^3,64). There is a 1 — 1 correspondence between 
the members of G, and the set of pairs { (D(T) , / (T ) ) : T G G}. Let /(G) be the set of 
all possible /(r), and Z)(G) the set of all possible D(r), for T € G. The sets 7(G) and 
D(G) may be equipped with natural binary operations: for 1(G), the usual composition of 
permutations, and for D(G), the pointwise product. Given I(r) and D(a), the permutation 
I(T) acts on the 4-tuple D(o) in the obvious way; we denote this by 7(r)(D(a)). 

LEMMA 2.4. 

(i) With the operations defined above, 1(G) and D(G) are groups, with D(G) = Z\; 

G is a semi-direct product of these groups, 

(ii) The members of 1(G) are the permutations (1,2,3,4), (2,1,4,3), (4,3,1,2), and 

(3,4,2,1), so that 1(G) = Z4. 
(Hi) Ifa, T EG, then I(ar) = I(a)I(r), and D(ar) is the pointwise product ofD(r) 

andI(r)(D(a)). 
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Define the following sets in G, of eight elements each: 

/(r) = (1,2,3,4), andS(r 

7(r) = (1,2,3,4), andS(r 

7(r) = (2,1,4,3), andS(r 

7(r) = (2,1,4,3), and 5(T 

7(T) = (3,4,2,1), andS(r 

7(r) = (3,4,2,1), andS(T 

7(r) = (4,3,1,2), andS(r 

7(r) = (4,3,1,2), andS(r 

w = \ [T eG\ 

{d}=\ [T eG\ 

{bi}=\ [T eG\ 

{di} = \ [T GG\ 

Ui}=\ [T eG\ 

{*} = ^ [ T 6 G | 

{fi} = \ [T €G\ 

{ M ^ [T GG\ 

We arrange these (by indices) according to sign pattern, as fol 

S(T) = +1 
1.+ + ++ 5. + —+— 
2. ++ 6 . - + - + 
3.+ + 7. + + 

= +1} 

= - 1 } 
= +1} 

= - 1 } 

= +1} 

= - 1 } 

= +1} 

= - 1 } 

ows: 

S(r) = - 1 
1. —+++ 5. + 
2.+ - + + 6 . - + — 
3. + + - + 7. + -

+ +- 4. + + +- . + 

For example, h7 has 7(A7) = (4,3,1,2) andD(/z7) = ( - 1 , - 1 , + 1 , - 1 ) . 

THEOREM 2.5. (i) a\ is the identity; a2 — aj, b\ — £4, c\ — eg have order 2; g\ — gg, 
/ii — /ig /iav£ order 8, am/ £/ze r^? /rave order 4. 

(ii) { ai} is a subgroup (Z\); and the other sets {bi}, { c*}, . . . are its cosets. 
(Hi) { at} is the commutator subgroup ofG; its fixed field is 77. 
(iv) { a\, #4} is the center ofG; its fixed field is L. 
(v) G has HS-type (64)^2^ 1 
In Table I and Table II, we summarize the basic results about G, when D > 8. FF(C) 

is the fixed field of the center C of G, and FF(G') is the fixed field of the commuta
tor subgroup G'. We give Gal(M/FF(C)) and G(FF(G')/ G}, which are isomorphic, 
respectively, to C and to G'. 

Table I 
D 16 32 64 
TW 16/11 32/20 * * ** 
HS (l6)T2d ( 3 2 ) 1 ^ (64)r22ai 
FF(Q Q(^VJ) Q(<s/m, v7«) L 
Gal (M/FF(C)) Z 2 x Z 2 Z2 x Z 4 z2 
FF(G') K(VJ) L 77 

Gal (FF(G')) Z2xZ4 16/9(7W) 
r2ci (775) 

Z2 x Z 4 

Table II gives the numbers of elements, subgroups, and normal subgroups, of a given 
order in G, for D = 64. Let E(i) be the number of elements of G of order 2\ S(i) the 
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number of subgroups of G, of order 2\ and N(i) the number of normal subgroups of G, 
of order 2'. 

Table II (D = 64) 
i " 1 2 3 4 5 

£(/) 19 28 16 0 0 
S(i) 19 55 43 11 3 
N(i) 1 1 3 3 3 

3. In this section, we prove the results stated in Section 2. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. The first statement follows from Theorem 1.6: since H = 
K, then n = 1 or m\ since F = H — K, then x\ and x2 are square in K\ and so on. Since 
K C M, the only possibilities for G are Z2 x Z4 and Zg. Now write £ = u + Vyfa, for 
some w, v G Q(y/m). Then JCI = £1^2 — w2 — ^ a = s2 for some s £ K. Suppose first 
that s G Q(y/m). Then by (7£>1) and Lemma 1.3, 

M = K(yfc) = K(^2{u-s)) 

and so M contains the quartic subfield Q(y/m, y/2(u — s)), which is different from K. 
So G cannot be Zg. Conversely, if G is Z2 x Z4, then there must be some y E Z such 
thatÂX\/£ô — ̂ (v7)> s o that7^1 is square in K. But then x\ is square in Q{yfm), since 
we can write xi = O'CiX/6)/./2- • 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. The first statement follows as before. The field L is normal 
of degree 8, and since K C L, Gal(L/ Q) must be Z2 x Z4 or Zg. Write vi = A + J?v^ 
for some A, B in Q(y/m). Then J2 = A — £ /̂c*> anc^ (since « = 1 or m) 

A2 -B2a =#(£1) = nr2 = f-

for some r G <2(\/"Ô- Then by (/Dl), we have K(y/yD = K(y/2(A-t)). Then 
Q,(\fm, \J2(A — t)) is a quartic subfield of L, different from K. Then Gal(L/ 0 = Z2 x 
Z4. 

Now there must be some y £ Z such that L = K(y/j), that is,/yi is square in AT. We 
have M = L(\/£~), and since jy\ — 7̂ 1 ̂ 3 is square in K (and xi = £1^2 is square in K) 
then there are three fields between M and K: L, K(y^i), and K(y/£ï). Then Gal(M/ A^ = 
Z2 x Z2. Since L and M are normal, there are no other fields of degree 8 in M, and then 
Gal(M/ Q{y/m) = Z2 x Z4. 

Then G = Gal(M/ <2) can only be of 7W-type 16/11. • 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. (i) By Corollary 1.7, n = 1 or m, and K = H. So H ^ F = 

His/xy), and so JCI and x2 are not square in H. 
(ii) From (i), Gal(F/ Q) is either Z2 x Z4 or Zg and since x\ G Q(y/m) C K, F has 

more than one quartic subfield; hence Gal(F/ Q) = Z2 x Z4. 
(iii) From (ii), there is some./ G Z such that F — H(yfj), and7*1 is square in H. As in 

the proof of Theorem 2.2, there is an integer 8 = 2(A—r)in(2(v/^)suchthat^vi is square 
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in K. We need to show first that Q(y/m, y/j, y/8) is a dihedral field. Since 8y\ is square in 
K, then its conjugate 8 *z\ is also square in K, and so we have that (86*)y\z\ = (88 *)£2x2 

is square in K. Since7x2 is square in K, then the rational integer j(8 8 *) is square in K, and 
it follows that (66*) is a rational square multiple of either y or mj. Hence, both Q(y/m, 
y/j, y/8) and Q(y/m, y/j, y/8a) are dihedral fields. Then M must contain the following 
subfields: 

Q(y/m, y/a), Q(y/m, \Jjot), Q(y/m, \Jj\ 

Q(y/m~, VF), Q(y/m~, V ^ ) , Q(y/m, VSa), Q(y/m~, VôW), 

Q(y/m, y/â, y/j), Q(y/m, y/8 , y/j)9 Q(y/m, y/Tâ, y/j), 

Q(s/m~, y/ja, y/8), Q(yfc, y/ja, y/¥\ K(y/6), 

K(y/8*~\ Kiyfc), K(y/&), K(yfe)9 K(y/Û), 

L= K(^y/S\K{yJïuyfïk)9 ((I,*) = (1,2),(1,3),(1,4),(2,3),(2,4),(3,4)) 

It is straightforward, if tedious, to check that these fields are all distinct, using such things 
as Lemma 1.3, relations on xt, yi9 zt as in Lemma 1.4, and the fact that none of them is 
square in H. Then (iii) follows. 

(iv) Gal(M/ Q(\fm) has order 16, and it has seven subgroups of order 2, eleven of 
order 4, and seven of order 8. From the JW-types for groups of order 16, it can only be 
Z2xZ2X Z4. 

(v) It was shown above that M contains two distinct dihedral subfields. If 88* is a 
square multiple of j , then Q(y/m, y/j, y/8) is cyclic over Q(y/mj> anc^ Q(y/™> y/h y/8~oc) 
is cyclic over Q(y/j); if 88* is a square multiple of mj, it's the other way around. Either 
way, each of Q(y/j) and Q(y/mJ has precisely two quadratic extensions not containing 
Q(y/m). From this, and the list of fields in (iii), Gal(L/ Q) has three subgroups of order 
8, eleven subgroups of order 4, and seven subgroups of order 2. The only group of order 
16 satisfying this, is 7W-type 16/9. From the above, the subfields of M not containing 
yfm are: 

Q(y/j), (Ky/mj), Q(\[j, \[p\ <K\[h \fp*)> Qiyfh Vn Q(\[j, V^*~), 

where /? = (y/8 + y/8*)2 and7 = (y/6a + y/8*a*)2 

(vi) Let Ni (i — 1,2,3,4) denote the four quartic subfields which do not contain y/m. 
It is clear from the listing in (iii), that Gd\(M/ Nt) = Zg, and that this is not true for any 
other quartic subfield of M. Similarly, if X is one of Q(y/m, y/j, y/8), Q(y/m, y/j, y/~8~a), 
Q(y/m, y/jcc, y/8), or Q(y/m, y/jcc, y/8*), then Gal(M/X) is Z4, and this is not true for 
any other subfield of degree 8. Since there is only one normal subfield of degree 16, G 
has only one normal subgroup of order 2. From these facts, the only possibilities for the 
7W-type of G are 32/ 17 and 32/ 20. Then the center of G must have order 8. The only 
normal quartic subfields of M are K itself, Q(y/m, y/j), and Q(y/m, y/Ja); and none of 
the corresponding subgroups of G is cyclic. Thus the center of G is not cyclic, and G 
must have 7W-type 32/ 20. • 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4. The first statement is obvious. For (ii), since 6 6 = *i and 
6 6 = X2 are in Q(y/m), then if (a, b, c, d) G /(G), we must have either {a,b} = {1,2} 
or {a,b} = {3,4}. If {a,b} = { 1,2}, then the corresponding r fixes Q(\[m), and then 
we must have T(JVI) = y\ orj2, so that {a,c} = { 1,3} or {2,4}. If {a,b} = {3,4}, 
thenr{y\) = z\ or zi, and then { a, c} = { 2,3} or { 1,4}. Only four permutations satisfy 
all these conditions, and this gives /(G). The last statement is clear from the definition. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5. (i) The orders of the elements are easily computed, using 
Lemma 2.4. 

(ii) { at} is the subgroup of G consisting of all a such that 1(a) is the identity permu
tation (1,2, 3,4). Since all the elements of { at} have order 2, then { aî\ — Z\. The other 
sets { bi}, { Cj}, etc. are clearly its cosets. 

(iii) From Lemma 2.4 (iii), I(ara~xr~x) = (1,2,3,4), and so the commutator sub
group is contained in { at}. Computing commutators, we get [«2, gi ] = #4, [ai,gi ] = «2, 
and [«5,^1] = as, so the commutator subgroup contains three elements of order 2, and 
must be all of { at}. It is clear from the definition that its fixed field is H. 

(iv) From Lemma 2.4(iii), if a, r are in G, then D(crr) is the pointwise product 
D(r)*/(r)(D(tr)), and D(ra) = D(af I(G){D(T)). Suppose for some fixed <r, these two 
quantities are equal for all r in G. Then (considering e.g. r G { at} ) it follows that 1(a) 
must be the identity, and the sign-pattern D(a) must be invariant under all possible I(r ). 
So D(a) is either (1,1,1,1) or (—1,-1,—1,-1), and then a is either a\ or «4. From the 
definition of the au the fixed field is L. 

(v) The properties of G established in (i)-(iv) determine a unique group of order 64 
in the tables of Hall and Senior [1]. (The tables of Thomas and Wood [3] only go up to 
order 32). This group is (64^2^1. 

4. In this section, we list the subfields of M, for D = 16, 32, and 64. In the table 
for D — 64, we list only one representative from each class of conjugate fields (over Q), 
and indicate the number of fields in each class by a number in parentheses on the left. 
Beside each field in the list for D = 64, we also give the subgroup of the Galois group 
for which it is the fixed field. 

In these tables, we use the following notation. K = Q(yfm, y/cx), where misa square-
free positive rational integer, and a G Q(\fm) — Q satisfies N(a) = ms2 where s £ Q. 

£ = £1, and N(£ ) = nr2 (n£Z,r E Q, n squarefree) 

£16 = xi, É3& = *2 e Q(Vm) 

(A) i\ù = y\ 6Ê4 = y2 

C1C4 = z\ 6 6 = zi 

H = K{y/ri)\ F = H(yfcy, L = F(^) 

For D — 16, we know that Gal(L/ Q) — Z2 x Z4; there must be some j G Z such that 
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L = K(y/j), that is,y>i is square in K. This j appears in the table below. 

SubfieldsofM,forD = 16 

Qkyfa* yfjl Q(y/m9 yfiï), Q(y/iï9 yjja), 

Q(y/m, y/â, yfj), Q(y/m, yfâ, yfc), 

Q(^yfc,4Zi). 

For D = 32, we know that Gal(F/ Q) = Zz x Z4, and so there is some j G Z such 
that F = H(y/j), and 7*1 is square in H. Let 6 = (y/yï + y/yï)2 ( m Qiy/m))* then &y\ is 
square inK and Q(y/m, y/], y/S) is a dihedral field. Q(y/m, y/], y/Tcc) is also dihedral. 

SubfieldsofM,forD = 32 

G ( v V A/<*X G(V™> \//<*)> 2 ( > M \//)> 

g(v^i, VS), Q(y/m, y/6*), Q(y/m, y/sâ), Q(y/iï, >/«*â*), 

Q(yfm, y/â, y/j), Q{yfin, Vè, y/j), Q(yfc, yfa, y/j), 

Q(^ y/ja, y/8), Q{yfa, y/ja, >/«*), K(VS), 

K{yJT*\ K{yfc\ K(yfë), Kiyfe), *(>/&), 

L = Ki/j.VSXKiyfti.y/Tk),^ 

Q(ij\ Q(\fmj\ Q(y[j, y/J3), Q(y[j, yfJ3*)> Qiyfj, y/ï), Qiyfh VÏ7), 

where p = (y/S + y/è*)2 and7 = (y/Sa + y/è*a*)2 

For D = 64, we define the following quantities: 

S = ( ^ T + V ^ ) 2 G Q ( V ^ ) 

7 = (y/7xx^ + y/a*x2)
2 e Q{y/~mn) 

Pi = (y/li + 4ïif andft = (y/Ti ~ ^2? e (&yfa,yfi[) 

ft = (>/& + y/U)2 and /34 = (>/6 - \ /^)2 e G(vV v^ ) 
£i = 0 /^" + y/nf and £2 = (V^T - y/yîf e Q(y/m, yfn) 

£3 = (y/zî + yfîi)1 and e4 = (y^T ~ V^f € Q(V™> V") 

The subfields T of M for D = 64 are given in separate tables, one for degree 2, one 
for degree 4, and for higher degrees, one for each group-type for Gal(Af/ T). To the left 
of each field, in parentheses, is the number of its conjugate fields (over Q). We list only 
one member of each conjugate class. To the right of the field, we give the subgroup of 
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G of which it is the fixed field, and some information about it. At the beginning of each 
table, we indicate the total number of subfields of M in that table. For the fields of degree 
2, we give a set of generators for the corresponding group, and relations for it, except for 
the orders of the elements. 

Subfields of M,D = 64 

I. Subfields of degree 2 (3) 

Qiy/m) { au bh ch d(} type 32/33 
generators {a2,a?„cx,CT>,bx) 
relations c\b\ = bxa2cx and c^b\ — b\a^c^ 

Q(yfn) {ahbhehfi} type 32/46 
generators (a2, «4,07, £1 ) 
relations «2^1 — exa4a2 ando^ei = exa4a2a7 

Q(y/mn) { au bh gi9 ht} type 32/47 
generators (a2,a7,gx) 
relations gxa2 = a2g\ mdgxa7 = a7a2gx 

II. Subfields of degree 4 (11) 

Q(y/m, yfcx) { au ct} ; type Z\; normal 
Q(y/m, y/n) { at, b(} ; type 16/6 ; normal 
Qiy/m, y/rwc) { atj d(} ; type 16/9 ; normal, 

(2) Q(y/fn9y/ax\) {ai - a4,b5 - bs,c3,C4,c7,cs,dud2,d5,d6} type 16/9, 
(2) Q(y/m,y/xï) {ax-aA,b\ - b4,c3,c4,c7,cs,d3,d4,d7,ds} type 16/6, 
(2) Q(y/mn,y/ï) {a\ - a4,b5 - Z?8,g3,g4,gi,gs,huh2,h5,h6} type 16/11 
(2) Q(y/E, y/S)) { *i - A4, bx - b4, ei - e4,fi - / 4 } type 16/9 

III. Subfields T of degree 8, Gal(M/ T) = Z\ (16) 

Q(y/m, y/nj, y/a) {at}\ commutator subgroup; normal 
Q(y/m, y/n, y/xx) {ax — «4, b\ — b4} ; normal 

For the 14 remaining fields in this table, the corresponding subgroup of G consists of 
four elements of { «/} and four elements of { a}. 
(2) K(y/xx~) {ax,a2,a3,a4,c3,c4,c7,c$} 
(4) Kiy/yi) {ax,a4,a5,a6,c2,c4,c6,cs} 
(4) K(yfn£x) {fli,a3,«5,«7,Ci,C6,C7,C8} 
(4) K(yf£~\) {ax,a3,a5,a7,c2,c3,c4,c5} 

IV. Subfields T of degree 8, Gal(M/ T) = Z2 x Z4 (7) 

Q(y/m, yfn, y/ocxx) {ax — a4,b$ — b%} ; normal 
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(2) Q(y/m,y/nâ,y/xï) {ax - a4,d3,d4,dn,d%) 
(4) Q(y/n, V6, ,/yr + 0 ^ + 0 T + y/zD 

{ai,aA,bi,b4,ei,eA,fi,fA} 

V Subfields T of degree 8, Gal(M/ 7) = D4 (12) 

(4) o(\/™> \/*ï"' \ /A) { Û1» 03> &1, *3, C3, C4, <i3, ^4} 
(4) Q(y/m,y/xl,y/nji\)) {a\,a3,b\,b3,c1,c%,d1,d%} 

(4) (Ky/iïty/ïity/yï+y/ïï)) 
{ a\,a4, a5, a6, b\,b4, b5,b6} 

VI. Subfields T of degree 8, Gal(M/ 7) = Z8 (4) 

These are all conjugate, but are listed separately because knowledge of these cyclic 
subgroups is helpful. 

Q{\fmn, y/ï, y/yï + yfyï ~ yfli + yJYi) 
{h\) = {h\, b6,gs,a4,h5,b5,g4,ai} 

Q{y[mn, y/ï, y/yî + y/yî + y/zï ~ yfzï) 
(h2) = {/ï2 ,^5,g7,«4,^6^6,g3,«l} 

i3(>/wn, \ / r , ^yr - y/n - >/S" ~ A/5) 

(A3) = {A3,*7,g5,£l4,/ï7,^8,^l,fll} 

(/l4) = {/Z4,£8,g6,a4,/*8,^7,g2,tfl} 

VII. Subfields 7 of degree 16, Gal(M/ 7) = Z2 x Z2 (41) 

Put y = 2(Vw, VV). 
J(y/â, y/xT) {a ,02,03,04}; normal 

(4) K(V^,VTù {a ,03,05,07} 

(2) J(Và,y/yï) {a ,04,05,00} 
(4) J(V^,VP0 {a ,ai,bi,b3} 
(2) J(^fx\,y/£\) {a ,04,^1,^4} 

(4) K(y/fi,V^Î2> {a i,a3,c2,c5} 
(8) K(yfrïu y/b) {a i,a5,ci,c7} 
(2) K(V^TuVnb) {a |,03,C7,C8} 

(4) K(yfâï,y/ni3) {a [,a5,c6,c$} 

(4) K(^,^W) {a [,04,C4,C8} 

(4) K(Vï;,Vb) {a [,a5,c2,c4} 
(2) K(VTuVb) U 1,03,03,04} 

VIII. Subfields T of degree 16, Gal(M/ T) = Z4 (14) 

Put £/ = Q(v^ , \ /nâ) . 
(2) J{y/ax{, y/ëï) (b5) = {^5,^4,^6,^1} (conj.(Z?7)) 
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(2) U(y/xï,y/]îï) (d\) = {di,a2,d2,ai} (conj. (rf3)) 

(2) £/(v5T,V^3T) (rf7> = {rf7,«3,rf8,fli} (conj.(d5» 

(8) S(^y{ + 0 ^ + v̂ T + v ^ V A + Vft ) 
(é?i) = {^i,fti , / i ,ûi} (conj. (*?,•),/= 2 , 3 , . . . , 8 ) . 

IX. Subfields of degree 32 (19) 

L = K(s/n, Jxl, y/yï) {ai,a4} (centerof G) 
(2) K(V5,VU,Vn) {01,03} 
(4) J(V^>VPuVfo) {a\,b\} 
(4) K(Vh,y/b,Vn) {aua5} 
(4) *(>/&, VÎLVb)_ {a\,c4} 
(4) K(Vn£i> Vn&, \/"6) {a\,cs} 
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